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Introduction
The economic valuation of health risks is relevant for adopting efficient health policies, and is increasingly approached with non-market valuation methods such as contingent valuation (CV). This is a survey approach involving a market transaction carried out on a questionnaire posed to the relevant population. Past studies by Viscusi et al. (1991) and Johannesson et al. (1996) among others have shown that people are sensitive to the level of risk of illness.
However, the values people place on policies for reducing health risks could be subject to unobserved heterogeneity. This can be explained because of a number of related reasons: i) subjects can have different degrees of risk aversion, ii) they could perceive and/or be sensitive to health risks in different ways, and iii) respondents could present different preferences for alternative health statuses. These sources of variability in the data can rarely be observed by the researcher.
Thus, sample data on the values of health risks elicited following the CV method can be conditioned by unobserved heterogeneity, breaking down the assumption of the same distribution across the sample. This assumption is maintained in parametric and semiparametric models for the dichotomous choice elicitation method. This is a method which requests binary responses from the subject to a given price for the proposed policy involving the reduction in health risks. Most applications in health valuation have fitted a parametric distribution such as the probit model to these binary responses.
In this paper we consider a mixture distribution approach which allows us to represent heterogeneity across the sample in contingent valuation surveys utilizing the dichotomous 1 F o r P e e r R e v i e w choice format. The proposed approach has both theoretical and practical advantages. From the statistical point of view, it provides flexibility and with enough components virtually any empirical distribution can be approximated arbitrarily well (Zubov (1985) ). In particular, multiples modes are possible and fatter tails than the normal can also be accommodated by mixing in normal components with large variance. From the economic point of view, unlike most of the other methods, an estimator of the link function may be strictly monotonic. The violation of this assumption implies that consumers are not necessarily utility maximizing (Coppejans, 1999 ).
There are other approaches which have been proposed for flexible modeling of this type of data. For instance, Horrowitz (1996) proposes a consistent and asymptotically normal nonparametric estimator for single index models with unknown transformation of the dependent variables. However, this estimator it is not necessarily monotonic and these results do not extend to the binary choice model. Another possible way to incorporate flexibility in the model is by using a exponential generalized beta type 2 (Nagler, 1994) . Of particular interest, is the work of McDonald (1996 McDonald ( , 2000 , who extended this family of beta distributions to permit heterogeneity in the scale parameter. McDonalds´ results suggest that a random coefficient probit performs well compared with semiparametric alternatives.
In the context of modeling discrete choice contingent valuation (DCCV) data (see Hanemann and Kanninen (1999) for a detailed review). This is the case of the flexible semi-nonparametric model by Creel and Loomis (1997) , which is similar to Chen and Randall (1997) . These approaches allow the researcher to deal with the misspecification of rigid distribution functions imposed on irregular empirical data, but do not address the problem of unobserved heterogeneity across the sample observations. In addition, by using 2 F o r P e e r R e v i e w
Monte Carlo simulations, Araña and León (forthcoming) show that the mixture of normals approach reduces bias and improves performance with respect to the Creel and Loomis seminonparametric model, particularly when the sample is characterized by heterogeneous preferences. Another nice feature about the mixture of normals is that it can be viewed as a natural extension of the paradigm case for purely parametric setting -the probit model.
The mixture model is applied to data obtained from the valuation of the reduction in the probability of an episode of respiratory illness. These data are likely to show heterogeneity because of the different degrees of risk aversion and different risk perceptions that people can have with respect to potential health outcomes. The model for sample heterogeneity based on a mixture of normal distributions is shown to improve performance with respect to a rigid probit model, which is also rejected according to Horowitz and Hardle's (1994) test.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the modeling approach to unobserved heterogeneity and the estimation algorithm using Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo. Section 3 discusses an extension of the Horowitz and Hardle´s (1994) test for probit specifictation. Section 4 presents the data obtained from a CV survey on the reduction of the risk of an episode of respiratory illness, while section 5 discusses the results. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the main conclusions.
Model of sample heterogeneity
The dichotomous choice format requests from the subject to answer a yes/no willingness to pay question. The subject is offered a bid price (B j ) for a reduction in the level of health risk The expenditure difference could be seen as the individual's willingness to pay (WTP) for the reduction in health risk, that is,
Therefore, the observed answer {y i } to bid price {B i }takes the value one if WTP i is higher or lower than the bid price, and zero otherwise. We can assume that the latent variable WTP is a function of two components, a deterministic µ and a random component ξ. In general, we can write , where µ is the mean of WTP and
ξ is a random error term, which is assumed normally distributed, with zero mean and σ standard error. Assuming independent answers and fixed covariates, the probability of a positive answer to bid price
where is the linear predictor associated with a k x 1 regression parameter vector β 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60   F  o  r  P  e  e  r  R  e  v  i  e  w The error distribution can be specified as some parametric form, and the model estimated by maximum likelihood (Hanemann and Kanninen, 1999) ). However, if there are different groups of individuals across the sample this assumption cannot be maintained, since each group could have a specific distribution, and unimodality does not hold. Thus, the assumption of a common distribution can be overcome by considering that the stochastic terms adopts the following form:
where α j and σ j (∀j=1,2,…,k) represent the mean and the standard deviation of each of the normal forms in the mixture 1 , and and Geweke and Keane (1999) for specific details about the specification. The inclusion of a mixture of normals is also a way of introducing flexibility in the distribution assumption, since it deviates from the assumption of a single parametric distribution for the entire sample. Thus, the mixture model approaches a semi-parametric model, since it eliminates the normality assumption. In addition, Heckman and Singer (1984) and Zubov (1995) show that any distribution can be approximated arbitrarily well by increasing the number of mixtures k in the model.
The likelihood function across the sample under the mixture assumption is:
Maximum likelihood estimators (MLE) of the parameters can be obtained by accordingly optimizing this function using some non-linear method. However, sampling distributions of MLE cannot be derived in closed form so that estimator properties rely almost exclusively on asymptotic or large sample situations. In particular, any model requires extremely large (as much as 1000 observations per parameter) samples to insure the adequacy of asymptotic approximates (McCulloch and Rossi (1994) ). In addition, asymptotic properties of ML estimators do not need to be maintained with small and finite samples 3 . Anderson and Richardson (1979) and Griffiths, Hill and Pope (1987) found out relevant biases with numerical simulations of probit and logit models with small samples, while Copas (1988) 3 See Amemiya (1985) or Huber (1981) for a more detailed discusión of the asymptotic proporties of ML estimators. In these cases it could be utlilized at Bayesian approach (see for example Araña and León (2002) ). Bayesian methods, as developed by Chib (1992) and Albert and Chib (1993), adhere to the likelihood principle and are conducted using formal rules of probability theory. This means that under mild conditions Bayes estimators are consistent, asymptotically efficient and admissible in small samples. As a practical matter, Bayesian inference is free from the use of asymptotic approximations and delivers exact, finite sample inference (Rossi and Allenby (2002)). The prior distributions are defined as follows:
where ,
H is an k x k matrix. The last two matrixes are positive defined. The posterior distribution is derived by using a Gibbs sampling algorithm, similar to Geweke and Keane (1999) . This involves sampling from the conditional posterior distributions when they are known in a feasible form. Thus, even though WTP = (WTP 1 , WTP 2 , ..., WTP n )' is not observed, it is possible its simulation from available information. Thus, given Y = (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y n )' and θ = (β, α, σ, π), the posterior distribution following data augmentation π(θ|Y,WTP) and the conditional density of the latent variable f(WTP i |Y,θ) are known in a manageable form 4 .
Taking the starting value for θ i.e. θ (0) = (β
, α
, σ
, π
), the Gibbs sampling algorithm obtains iterated samples from each of the posterior conditional distributions. The algorithm is carried on t times leading to the simulated vector (WTP (t) , β
,
) obtained from the joint distribution (WTP, β, α, σ, π)|Y. These series of algorithms of size t are repeated over H times, leading to H values for each parameter which are simulated from the posterior distribution, i.e. [WTP h (t) , β h
. The moments of interest are obtained from these simulated values.
A formal test of the probit model
Before applying the flexible modeling approach of a mixture distribution it is convenient to test whether a rigid model such as probit is appropriate for the binary choice data obtained in a CV experiment. Horowitz and Hardle (1994) 
which is asymptotically normal with zero mean and variance 
Application
The data for the application of the mixture distribution model come from a contingent valuation study conducted in the island of Gran Canaria (Canary Islands) to measure the economic benefits from the reduction in the probability of an episode of respiratory illness caused by air pollution. The field work was carried out in 1999. The questionnaire was improved after two pre-tests studies and two focus groups where the key design aspects were discussed. The final sample was obtained from 368 in-person interviews addressed to the general population of the island. The sample was taken randomly in the households subject to quotas for representative age and sex groups. Protest responses as indicated by individuals who opposed the valuation process because the government should pay for the risk prevention program amounted to 10.5 percent of the sample. Those subjects who were not willing to pay any positive quantity represented another 11.2 percent.
The valuation scenario presented the subject with a hypothetical reduction in the possibility of becoming ill with an episode of respiratory illness. The wording of the scenario is shown in Appendix 3. The symptoms of this type of health problem were described by a card which specified also the number of days of their duration. The subjects were informed that the episodes could be associated with some diseases such as asthma and bronquitis. The possible causes of the episodes were attributed to traffic pollution in some areas of the city of Las Palmas. The possibilities of having an episode could also increase due to whether 10 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 Heterogeneity in the sample could emerge because some people might not be interested in reducing the possibilities of a respiratory illness. This behavior can be explained because they could not feel as potentially affected by this health problem. That is, they could perceive that their risk of getting the health problem is low because of their current good health conditions or because they have already taken precautionary measures. In addition, the proposed solution might involved unpopular measures such as the restrictions in the use of private transportation that some people could prefer against the reduction in the probability of illness in the general population.
As a provision rule, the subject was asked to assume that the proposed measures were going to be undertaken only if the majority of the population agreed on them. The subject was also recalled about her budget constraint and was asked about her willingness to pay for the reduction in the probability of having an episode of respiratory illness. The suggested risk reduction levels were presented with the aid of a risk ladder and were defined as 20, 40, 60 and 70 percent reductions. The risk card was tested in focus groups and was found effective as a risk communication device.
The elicitation format was single bounded dichotomous choice involving a single binary yes/no question to a given price for a concrete risk reduction level. Each subject received up to four binary choice questions for the alternative risk reduction levels which were 11 Cooper's (1993) design method for a predetermined number of bids. The bid price vector was 6, 12, 18 and 24 Euros for the lowest risk level, which was proportionately raised for the higher levels of risk reduction.
Results
The H-H test allows us to determine whether there is need to utilize a more flexible modeling approach to the empirical data. This could be convenient in order to avoid misspecification errors as coming from the utilization of rigid parametric structures, such as probit or logit. The use of these models could result in biased estimates of the structural parameters defining the mean and median willingness to pay for the reduction of the risks of respiratory illness.
The H-H test statistics was computed for different values of h, in order to compare the sensitivity of the results to the choice of this parameter. The variance was estimated by (A.5) and the weighting function u(v) was assumed to take the unitary value inside the confidence interval and zero in other case (Proenςa, 1993) . The limits of the intervals were taken as the 10 th and 90 th percentiles, although the results were not sensitive to changes in these limits. The estimated WTP model for the reduction of the risk of respiratory illness includes some covariates which allowed us to improve the predictive power and the goodness of fit of the model. Table 2 presents the description of the covariates which were significant in explaining WTP, obtained after probing with various potential specifications. The results of the flexible Bayesian model for heterogeneous samples are presented in Table 3 .
For comparison purposes we also present the results of the Bayesian probit model (BPM) estimation following Albert and Chib's (1993) approach applied by Araña and León (2002) in DCCV, which disregards modeling heterogeneity. There are three main reasons for this 13 (Geweke and Keane, 1999) . The random coefficients models have been shown to be an interesting alternative to semiparametric and nonparametric approaches to incorporate heterogeneity (McDonald, 1996) . Secondly, the asymptotic properties of the RCPM estimated by maximum likelihood are not guaranteed with small and finite samples, while the BPM was shown to improve the results with respect to maximum likelihood estimation, especially for small samples. Finally, since the BPM is the most simply version of the mixture of normals model, the comparison of its fit with the more complex mixture models can be used as an additional test of the relevance of the unobserved heterogeneity in a specific application (Bianchi, 1997 The flexible model also gives us the sample proportions for each latent segment. It can be seen in Table 3 that the largest proportion is obtained for the segment with negative WTP (38% of the sample) while the smallest proportion is found for those subjects who are willing to pay the smallest positive amount (12%). The subjects who are willing to pay the largest amount to prevent respiratory illnesses represent 29% of the sample. The results with the BMNP model improve substantially over the basic model. It can be seen that the t-ratio statistics become larger when the latent classes are modeled. In order to compare both models we calculate the Bayes' factor. This is defined by the ratio of the predictive probabilities of the alternative models, and can be interpreted as the times that one model is more likely than an alternative model.
The likelihood of alternative models can be evaluated with the predictive distribution or marginal likelihood. In general, for a model k with data density distribution π k (y|θ k ) and The results of the computed marginal likelihoods or predictive distributions for both the probit model and the mixture model are presented in Table 3 . The larger probability for the mixture model means that the Bayes' factor favors the mixture model against the more restricted probit model. Thus, the mixture model adds to the explanation of the latent WTP data, although it increases the parameterization of the model. The implication is that modeling unobserved heterogeneous preferences results in better predictions and more 16 accurate estimation of health risk benefits. That is, health preferences for the risk of a respiratory illness are subject to sample heterogeneity. The assumption of a common distribution structure is not maintained with these data and would lead to biased results of the welfare estimates of the health policy measures.
Conclusions
Health preferences could be heterogeneous because of the different perceptions people in 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 F o r P e e r R e v i e w with the Bayes' factor, showing that it leads to a larger predictive probability under the assumption of a four mixture distribution.
The model has been applied to data on the valuation of the reduction of the probability of a respiratory illness potentially caused by air pollution or natural factors. The mixture model selects four different distributions embedded within the data, which might respond to different preferences for health risks. The group with the largest proportion is given by those individuals who are not willing to pay any amount or might be on the negative side when asked for an amount of money for the reduction of the risk of respiratory illness. Horowitz and Hardle (1994) propose a procedure to test for rigid structures for the error distribution in endogenous dichotomous choice models. In general, the problem is to test the specification of the following model:
where Y ∈ R, x ∈ R k and f is a function in R which is known and associated to the parameter vector β ∈ Θ ⊂ R k . Let us consider a random sample{(x 1 ,y 1 ), … , (x n ,y n )} where
can be considered a simple index model, such as probit,
. Thus, the functions of the explanatory variables should be correlated with the errors 
If we have the simple index model β β 
where H is an unknown function. When the link function is probit, the test statistic is as follows: 
The weighted function u(v) can be set to one if it is inside a bounded interval and zero in other case.
In order to obtain Bierrens's (1987) property of consistency, ) ( v F can be defined as a linear combination of Kernel regressors with different bandwidth (h and s respectively). This correction relies on the following result:
where is the density function for v estimated by
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These types of episodes are possible in the city of Las Palmas because of traffic pollution, and tend to increase in some times of the year when there are adverse climatic conditions, such as when the North Atlantic Alisios winds stop blowing through the Canary Islands. A possible solution which could reduce the incidence of the episodes of respiratory illness would be to implement traffic restrictions in the days that traffic emissions could cause more problems. The reduction in the possibility of having an episode of respiratory illness depends on the type and effectiveness of the measures which are undertaken. Let us considered that this possibility could be reduced in 20%, 50% or 70% as shown in the following card.
Assume that measures involving traffic restrictions in some areas are undertaken only if they benefit to the majority of the population. Now consider how much you value in money terms the reduction in the possibility of becoming ill of a respiratory illness.
Also recall all the personal damages that these symptoms would imply to you, including the costs on medicines and working time lost, as well as your limited income and your necessary expenses. Would you be willing to pay x euros for the reduction in the possibility of become ill in x %? 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 
